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07 05 2018 at 1900   The World Over   60 minutes   EWTN Lead Anchor Raymond Arroyo hosts this weekly news 
program from Washington DC, with newsmakers from around the world.  In an Independence Day Special, 
Raymond interviewed Ltg. Hal Moore, Korean War veteran and commander of the first major U.S. engagement of 
the War in Vietnam.  Moore talks about his military career and his Catholic faith that was instrumental in his life 
and military career.  Raymond also interviews Gary Sinise, Academy Award nominated actor, director, musician 
and philanthropist about his foundations work on behalf of our nations veterans and their families.  Lastly, 
Raymond visits with Sen. Jeremiah Denton, Vietnam prisoner of war, retired Navy Rear Admiral and former U.S. 
senator from Alabama about the eight years he spent in the Hanoi Hilton and the faith that sustained him there.

07 12 2018 at 1900   The World Over   60 minutes   EWTN Lead Anchor Raymond Arroyo hosts this weekly news 
program from Washington DC, with newsmakers from around the world.  Carrie Severino, general counsel for the 
Judicial Crisis Network, joined Raymond with an analysis of President Trump’s nomination to fill the vacancy on the 
U.S. Supreme Court with Judge Brett Kavanaugh.  Raymond also interviewed John Glaser, director of foreign policy 
studies at The Cato Institute, to discuss the recent NATO Summit in Brussels and President Trump’s upcoming 
meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin.  Jeni Stepanek, Ph.D., mother of poet and peace activist Mattie 
Stepanek, visited with Raymond regarding her son’s legacy as a peacemaker and this year’s Peace Day Celebration 
in Rockville, Maryland.

07 19 2018 at 1900   The World Over   60 minutes   EWTN Lead Anchor Raymond Arroyo hosts this weekly news 
program from Washington DC, with newsmakers from around the world.  Raymond visits with Rep. Steve Scalise, 
U.S. Congressman from Louisiana and House Majority Whip, to discuss the president’s press conference with 
Vladimir Putin, immigration and tax reform, gun control and his recovery from last year’s shooting at a 
congressional baseball practice in Alexandria, VA.  Raymond also visits with Sam Brownback, former governor of 
Kansas and current Ambassador-at-large for International Religious Freedom on the U. S. State Department’s 
efforts to promote religious freedom abroad.  Dr. Jeni Stepanek, mother of poet and peace advocate Mattie 
Stepanek joins Raymond to talk about her son’s message of peace and his cause for sainthood.  This was the 
second of a two part interview.

07 26 2018 at 1900   The World Over   60 minutes   EWTN Lead Anchor Raymond Arroyo hosts this weekly news 
program from Washington DC, with newsmakers from around the world.  Rep. Sean Duffy, US Congressman from 
Wisconsin, talks with Raymond about trade, farm relief, US-Russia relations and sanctions and much more. Sean 
Spicer, former White House press secretary and communications director, joins Raymond in another segment to 
talk about his time in the Trump White House, his faith and his new book The Briefing, Politics, the Press and the 
President.  Lastly, Marjorie Murphy Campbell, mother, attorney, cannon lawyer and author of this weeks Open 
Letter to the USCCB joins Raymond to talk about the Cardinal McCarrick scandal.

08 02 2018 at 1900   The World Over   60 minutes   EWTN Lead Anchor Raymond Arroyo hosts this weekly news 
program from Washington DC, with newsmakers from around the world.  Fr. Gerald Murray, canon lawyer and 
priest of the Archdiocese of New York and Robert Royal, editor in chief of The Catholic Thing.org, discuss the 
Archbishop (formerly Cardinal) Theodore McCarrick sex abuse scandal, the Pope’s change to the Church’s teaching 
on capital punishment and much more.  Dr. Bill Donohoe, president of The Catholic League, joins Raymond to talk 
about a new task force on religious freedom at the U.S. Department of State, and the media’s response to the 
McCarrick scandal.

08 09 2018 at 1900   The World Over   60 minutes   EWTN Lead Anchor Raymond Arroyo hosts this weekly news 
program from Washington DC, with newsmakers from around the world.  Raymond interviews Peter Szijjarto, 
Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade about Hungry’s participation in the U.S. State Department’s first 
ever Ministerial to advance Religious Freedom in July, preserving a nation’s culture and how best to offer 
international assistance and aid to persecuted communities in the Middle East.  Raymond also interviews William 
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Friedkin, Academy Award winning director of The French Connection, 1971, and The Exorcist, 1973, to talk about 
his recent film, The Devil and Father Amorth in which Friedkin was granted the rare permission to document a real 
exorcism conducted by former Vatican chief exorcist, the late Father Gabrielle Amorth.  Lastly, Raymond visits with 
Father Andre Mahanna, Maronite Catholic priest and special envoy to the U.S. for the Apostolic Union of Clergy to 
discuss how Christians and religious minorities are coping in the wake of recent violence in Syria, and the ongoing 
persecution of Christians in other parts of the Middle East.

08 16 2018 at 1900   The World Over   60 minutes   EWTN Lead Anchor Raymond Arroyo hosts this weekly news 
program from Washington DC, with newsmakers from around the world.  Cardinal Raymond Leo Burke, former 
perfect of the Apostolic Signatura joins Raymond to talk about the latest sex abuse scandals engulfing the Church 
here in the United States and what he response should be by the U.S. Bishops and the Holy See . . . both pastorally 
and canonically.  Raymond also interviews Liz Yore, attorney and child advocate, and Brad Miner, senior editor of 
The Catholic Thing, to discuss the clergy sex abuse crisis from the viewpoint of the laity.

 08 23 2018 at 1900   The World Over   60 minutes   EWTN Lead Anchor Raymond Arroyo hosts this weekly news 
program from Washington DC, with newsmakers from around the world. Raymond interviews the Most Rev. 
Robert Morling, bishop of the Diocese of Madison, Wisconsin, to discuss the Church’s ongoing abuse crisis and his 
response to the scandal in a recent letter to the priests and people of his Diocese. Dr.Bill Donohue, president of 
The Catholic League, discusses the abuse scandal and the medias response.  Fr. Tad Pocholczyk, director of 
education for the National Catholic Bioethics Center on the latest news in the world of bioethics and the morality 
of capital punishment after the change in the catechism recently made by Pope Francis

09 06 2018 at 1900   The World Over   60 minutes   EWTN Lead Anchor Raymond Arroyo hosts this weekly news 
program from Washington DC, with newsmakers from around the world. Raymond interviewed Robert Bennett, 
attorney and former member of the U. S. bishops National Review Board.  Robert gives his perspective on the sex 
abuse crisis here in the United States.  Dr. Janet Smith, professor of moral theology at Sacred Heart Major 
Seminary in Detroit, and Alexandra Desanctis, journalist and staff writer at National Review join Raymond to 
discuss the Letter to Pope Francis from Catholic Women, why they signed on to it and what answers they hope to 
receive from Rome.  Lastly, Dr. Matthew Mehan, Catholic educator, poet and author of Mr. Mehans Mildly 
Amusing Mythical Mammals discusses how poetry can still be used to teach and inspire children.

09 13 2018 at 1900   The World Over   60 minutes   EWTN Lead Anchor Raymond Arroyo hosts this weekly news 
program from Washington DC, with newsmakers from around the world.  Raymond interviewed Fr. George Rutler, 
EWTN series host, priest of the Archdiocese of New York and author of the new book, Calm in Chaos Catholic 
Wisdom for Anxious Times to talk about the book and share his thoughts on the clergy abuse crisis.  Justice Ann 
Burke, then joins Raymond.  She is a member of the Illinois Supreme Court and former interim chair of the USCCB’s 
National Review Board.  Justice Burke talks with Raymond about the analysis of the clergy sex abuse crisis and the 
Pope’s meeting this week with several U.S. Cardinals.  Lastly, Alvin Irby, former kindergarten teacher, now social 
entrepreneur, comedian and creator of Barbershop Books, a community based literacy program that promotes 
child friendly reading spaces in barbershops across the United States, joins Raymond to talk about this program.
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